Autumn Leaf
Suncatcher
Materials
Laminator & Laminating Sheets - OR - Clear Contact Paper
Hole Punch
Yarn/Twine
Rubber Band
Masking Tape
Scissors
Leaves
Sticks

Instructions
Forage
Forage for autumn leaves - newly fallen leaves will work best. You want to stay away from the curled up and
crunchy leaves - they won't work as well.
Locate a fairly long stick or a couple of small sticks - make sure to strip any small leaves and twigs off your stick(s).
Prepare Your Stick
Fill your sink or bathtub with enough warm water to cover the stick. Let it soak for for about an hour or two - this
will make it easier to bend when making the frame of the suncatcher.
Prepare Your Leaves
While your stick soaks, sort out your leaves and pick your favorites. Arrange your leaves in a pattern on your
laminating sheets or contact paper. Then, laminate away! Or, seal your contact paper closed.
Prepare Your Frame
Bend your soaked stick around slowly, making it as circular as you can. Snip the rubber band and wrap it around
the two ends a few times, tying it off tightly.
Wrap yarn around your rubber band to hide it. Tie off the yarn and create a loop for hanging.
Put It All Together!
Cut a circle around your laminated leaves and punch holes around it - leave about 1-inch between holes.
Use masking tape to keep the laminated leaves suspended in the frame as you use yarn to weave around it.
Tip: Wrap masking tape around the end of your yarn to make it easier to thread through the holes. Start at the top
of the frame and work your way around. Don't cut off the yarn yet either - you want to make sure you have enough
to weave around the entire frame.
When you are finished weaving, tie off the yarn around the top where you already have the wrapped yarn.
Hang your Autumn Leaf Suncatcher in a window - Enjoy!

